
 

 

 

General Mills is a household name with 
many of the best know brands in the 

US as well as around the world. 
After a major acquisition, the 

international group decided it 
needed to reinforce the 

strengths of the purchased 
company, Pillsbury, and 

institute the General Mills 
way of doing business. At 

the same time, an increase in 
shareholder value was of paramount 

importance. 

In addition, there was a strong interest in integrating dynamic 
experiential learning with the expertise and presence of key financial 

leaders in the company.  

“In developing a finance course for our International division, we canvassed various teaching 
tools previously employed by General Mills and Pillsbury and determined that HLC's simulation method 
was the move effective in participants truly internalizing the learning.  We then re-confirmed this 
decision in determining how to execute a similar course for our US divisions and chose to use the 
International course developed with HLC. “ Don Mulligan, Vice President, Treasurer 

GMI decided to use our staff of facilitators for the global rollout to insure a consistent delivery. 
At the same time, we partnered with the finance sr. leadership so that each market had the 
benefit of a local support team to lead the company specific discussions, deliver current 
corporate information, and be a resource to support and continue the learning. 

The course was expanded to a three day experience with our simulation leading and supporting 
five topics prepared and facilitated by the finance team. By the end of the simulation, each 
participant created a specific plan for increasing shareholder value. These plans were delivered 
to the respective business General Manager for continuing discussion and implementation.  

“Our staff improved its financial acumen tremendously, and we're seeing improved strategic decision-
making as non-Finance business leaders better understand the financial impact of their choices and 
how to shape these financial outcomes.” 

“The competitive nature of the simulation ensures active engagement which results in an educational 
immersion experience that drives high content retention. Participant feedback across numerous 
countries and cultures confirmed this finding.” 
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